Electroanalysis of Flutamide as an Anticancer Drug at Electrochemically Activated Glassy Carbon Electrode
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Electrochemical oxidation of a glassy carbon (GC) electrode results in an oxygenated surface, which shows a good ability toward the electrochemical detection of flutamide (FLU). The oxidized electrode (GC$_{ox}$) can be accomplished easily and efficiently by electrochemical techniques. This procedure is fast, simple, and consists in applying a potential of -0.2 to 2.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl to a GC electrode. Modified electrodes were morphologically characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and the electrochemical activity of the GC$_{ox}$ electrode was investigated using cyclic voltammetry (CV). Experimental parameters as pH, and scan rate were optimized for the electroanalysis of FLU. Under the optimized conditions, the GC$_{ox}$ electrode showed a linearity from 0.05 to 0.6 mM of FLU. The limits of detection and the limit of quantification were calculated and the relative standard deviation was found to be 4.2%. The stability of the thus modified electrode within a suitable time showed an acceptable precision.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, continuous follow up of drugs in biological and pharmaceutical formulations is critical for disease surveillance and drug dose quality control. In this context, 4-Nitro-3-(trifluoromethyl)-isobutylanilide, also called as flutamide (FLU, Fig. 1) is used as nonsteroidal antiandrogen drug for the treatment of prostate cancer [1]. Testosterone is one of the most important factors responsible for the increased growth and reproduction of carcinogenic cells in the prostate. This medicine can slow the growth and spread of prostate cancer by suppressing the function of the testosterone hormone [2,3]. Regardless of the advantages, FLU has some side effects, which cause
headaches, reduce blood cells and platelets, and poison some tissues [4,5]. Cirrhosis of the liver is one of the most serious side effects of using FLU as a treatment. Therefore, it is extremely important to find suitable and easy-to-manage methods for measuring FLU in routine analysis [6]. There are various techniques available to detect the FLU, some of which include UV–Vis spectrophotometry, high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), photochemistry, polarography, spectrofluorimetry, flow-injection analysis and voltammetric methods [7–12]. Although these methods show good sensitivity and accuracy, they suffer from many drawbacks, for example, the high operational cost; in addition to that, they require the preparation of a specific sample in addition to a highly trained technician [13,14]. On the other hand, the electrochemical sensors are desirable due to their various advantages, including cost-effectiveness, high selectivity and sensitivity, fast response, and easy handling [15-17]. FLU was firstly analyzed using electrochemical methods on 1989 [18]. The analysis have been achieved using mercury electrode. This report on mercury electrode was followed by several reports on the same electrode but with different approaches [19-21]. Next, the solid electrodes, both bare and modified have been used for this purpose [22-34]. Solid electrodes included polymer modified carbon paste electrode, alone [23] and with silver nanoparticles [24]. Also DNA modified carbon electrodes have been used for the analysis of FLU and for studying the interaction between FLU and DNA in a trial to prop the mechanism of the action of FLU as an anticancer drug [25, 26]. Carbon nanotube and graphene modified electrodes have been also used for the analysis of FLU [27-29]. In addition, bare and modified gold have been examined for the detection of Flu [30-34].

On the other hand, glassy carbon (GC) electrodes are widely used in electrochemistry due to their unique properties that can be used at high temperatures in addition to many other advantages, including hardness, low density and low electrical resistance [35]. Due to the aforementioned properties as well as their wide potential window, they are commonly applied as electrode materials for electrolysis [36,37]. The importance of this electrode was further heightened by the possibility of establishing electrochemical activation of GC electrodes as one of the widely used pretreatment techniques to activate electrode surfaces. Significant improvements in adsorption properties have been achieved as a result of its activation by various methods. Normally, aromatic cations and neutral species showed no adsorption or weak absorption at bare GC, but they clearly became adsorbents in electroactive GC [38,39]. Electrochemical oxidation is a simple, controllable and reproducible method for processing a GC electrode [40-42]. Most methods usually involve applying a relatively high anodizing voltage in an acidic or neutral aqueous electrolyte using various electrochemistry procedures [43–46]. Electrochemical oxidation of GC can be useful in many applications including electrochemical sensors, as it is generally agreed that electrochemical oxidation of GC activates the electrode surface, leading to faster electron transfer kinetics [47–50] In the current study, we prepared a convenient and rapid method for drug quantification using electrochemical methods, which gave the advantage of simplicity and sensitivity. Therefore, a glassy activated carbon (GCox) electrode was used to determine the concentration of Flo in the process samples.
Figure 1. The structure of the studied drug, FLU

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Materials and Reagents

No further purification was performed on any of the analytical-grade compounds or reagents utilized in this work. A FLU powder was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. Utilizing deionized water, all of the solutions were made. A series of phosphate buffer solutions (pH 4-10.8) were ready by mixing of (0.1M) NaH$_2$PO$_4$ and (0.1M) Na$_2$HPO$_4$ and adjusting the solution pH to the required value with (0.1M) H$_3$PO$_4$ and/or 0.1M NaOH.

2.2. Apparatus and Electrodes

Using Gamry Instrument, (Potentiostat/Galvanostat/Reference 600TM type), all electrochemical measurements have been carried out. Three electrodes on a traditional electrochemical cell were used for voltammetric investigations, where platinum spiral and the silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl/ KCl (sat.)) were served as the counter and reference electrodes, respectively. All potentials will be presented with respect to this reference electrode. GC electrode (3 mm in diameter) was employed as the working electrode. The surface of the GC electrode was mechanically polished with aqueous slurries of successively finer alumina powder with the help of a micro-cloth, and then was washed thoroughly with deionized water followed by sonication in distilled water for 5 minutes. The measurements were carried out at ambient temperature. (25 ± 3 °C).

2.3. Preparation of GC$_{ox}$ electrode

According to published research, GC was created by activating the glassy carbon electrode in 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ [50-52]. This oxidized GC was denoted as GC$_{ox}$ throughout. The activation of the GC electrode was using cyclic voltammetry in 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ for certain number of cycles in the potential range – 0.2 to 2 V vs. Ag/AgCl/ KCl (sat.) at a scan rate of 100 mV/sec.

2.4. Instrumentation

SEM was used to characterize the GC electrodes' morphology both in their unaltered state and after modification using (SEM, JSM-7600F Field Emissions Scanning Electron Microscope). All pHs of the used solutions were measured using pH-meter (Thermo instruments; Orion 2 star).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Surface Characterization

The surface morphology of the GC electrode was studied using SEM. SEM micrographs obtained on the surface of bare GC and GCox electrodes are shown in the figure. Electrochemical oxidation causes the surface to become rough (image b) compared to the smooth surface of the GC (image a) which has not been oxidized. GCox has a few chips on the surface (image b).

![SEM images of bare GC (a) and GCox (b) electrodes.](image)

3.2. Electrochemical Characterization.

3.2.1. Cyclic Voltammetric Studies.

Figure 3 presents CV results for (0.05 mM FLU) oxidation/reduction at a bare GC (curve 3a) electrodes in phosphate buffer (PBs) of pH 7 at a scan rate 100 mV/sec. These results show that the electrochemical behaviour of FLU was more efficient on the GCox electrode. These results indicate that GCox catalyzes FLU oxidation due to the larger amount of surface groups resulting from its oxidized structure, which in addition to increasing the sensitivity of the system and the rate of electron transfer between the analyte in solution and the electrode surface led to an increase in the surface area. The peak currents for the oxidation/reduction of Fluo on the GCox electrode were significantly higher than those on the bare GC. It has been reported that the electrochemical oxidation of GC increases the proportion of functional groups having –OH groups on the electrode surface [51, 52]. Generation of functional groups decrease the electron transfer resistance, and consequently increases the electron transfer constant [53, 54].
Figure 3. CV for 0.05 mM FLU on (a) bare GC and (b) GC$_{ox}$ (five oxidation cycles) in PBs of pH 7 at scan rate 100 mV/sec.

The effect of the potential cycles used in the preparation of the GC$_{ox}$ electrode on the electrochemical response of FLU is shown in figure 4, where the CVs obtained at GC$_{ox}$ electrodes, which were attended by different potential cycles, are shown in PBs (pH = 7.0) containing 0.05 mM FLU. The pretreatment of the GC$_{ox}$ electrode gave the largest peak potential and the large current response of FLU. Using more potential cycles for oxidation does not prove the electrochemical behaviour of FLU, rather than it increases the background current and consequently the sensitivity of the determination of FLU. Hence, the modification using ten potential cycles will be used hereafter as the optimum one.

Figure 4. CV for 0.05 mM FLU in PBs of pH 7 at (a) bare GC and GC$_{ox}$ (b), number of potential cycles: one cycle, (c) five cycles and (d) ten cycles. Scan rate 100 mV/sec.
3.2.2. Effect of scan rate.

The effect of scan rate ($\nu$) on the peaks current of FLU oxidation/reduction under the optimum conditions was investigated in the range of 50–500 mV/sec and is shown in (Figure. 5). The anodic peak shifted anodically and the cathodic peaks shifted cathodically with increasing the scan rate, this points to the limitation of the electrode material surface [53-55].

**Figure 5.** Effect of scan rate on the electrochemical behaviour of 0.05 mM FLU on GC$_{ox}$ after ten oxidation cycles) in PBs of pH 7.0. Scan rate values are from 50–500mV/sec.

**Figure 6.** Relation between scan rates and peak currents for 0.05 mM FLU on GC$_{ox}$ after ten oxidation cycles in PBs of pH 7.
Figure 7. Relation between (log $i_{pa} - \log \nu$) for 0.05 mM FLU on GC$_{ox}$ after (ten oxidation cycles) in PBs of pH 7.

The mechanism of oxidation of FLU could be assigned from the effect of the scan rate on the peak current. Linear plots of peak current versus square root of scan ($i_{pa} - \nu$) points to diffusing electro-active species; whereas adsorption process is revealed from linear dependence of $i_p$ on $\nu$. When the scan rate varied from 50 to 500 mV/sec in 0.05 mM FLU, a linear relationship between peak current ($i_{pa}$) of FLU and $\nu$ was found, confirmed an adsorption behaviour (Figure 6) [56]. To estimate the contribution of both adsorption and diffusion, a plot of logarithm of peak current (log $i_{pa}$) versus logarithm of scan rate (Log $\nu$) [57,58] was given in Fig. 7. A straight line with a slope of 0.91 ($R^2 = 0.998$) for FLU, close to the theoretical value of 1.0 indicates an adsorption-controlled electrode (Figure. 6).

3.2.3. Effect of pH.

The redox behaviour of FLU is expected to depend on the pH value of the PBs as shown in (Scheme 1). Therefore, the effect of pH on the electrochemical response of FLU in the GC$_{ox}$ electrode was investigated in solutions of PBs of different pH (4.0–10.8) at a scan rate of 100 mV/s (Fig. 8). The results showed that the anodic and cathodic potentials of FLU shifted to more negative values with the increase of pH, which indicated that the catalytic oxidation and reduction of FLU on the surface of the GCox electrode included a proton. The relationship gave a slope of 62 mVpH$^{-1}$, in agreement of literature, which is close to the expected theoretical value of 59 mVpH$^{-1}$ (Fig. 9) [59]. This indicates that the number of electrons and protons participating in the electrode process is equal, that is, during the reaction, not only electrons but also protons are released from the molecule [60]. The anodic peak at 50 mV acts against the cathodic peak at −50 mV according to the following redox reaction, followed by further reduction of the hydroxylamine group to an amino.
Relationship between pH of PBs and the ratio $I_{pa}/I_{pc1}$ was showed that the highest peak current was obtained around pH 7.0 (Figure 10). The peak current of FLU was found to increase while increasing pH up to 7.0, and then decrease with further increasing in pH. This suggest that the optimal pH, that is, the one that shows the highest peak obtained at pH 7.0 (Fig. 10). Therefore, solutions with a pH of 7.0 were used for all subsequent electrochemical studies of FLU. At a pH greater than 7.0, the FLU peaks decreased. The overall electrochemical behaviour for FLU on the oxidized GC was illustrated in Scheme 2.

**Scheme 1.** Electrochemical reduction of flutamide.

![Scheme 1](image)

**Figure 8.** Effect of pH on CV for 0.05 mM FLU on GC$_{ox}$ after (ten oxidation cycles) using PBs.
Figure 9. Relation of pH of PBs and peak potential for CV of 0.05 mM FLU on GC_{ox} after (ten oxidation cycles).

Figure 10. Relation pH of PBs and the ratio I_{pa}/I_{pc1} for CV of 0.05 mM FLU on GC_{ox} after (ten oxidation cycles).

Figure 11. Relation pH of PBs and peak current for CV of 0.05 mM FLU on GC_{ox} after (five ten oxidation cycles).
Scheme 2. The overall steps for electrochemical behaviour of FLU on GC$_{ox}$.

3.3. Electroanalysis of FLU

Figure 12 shows cyclic voltammograms for GC$_{ox}$ electrode using several FLU concentrations (0.05 mM - 0.6 mM). Peak currents for FLU oxidation and reduction were measured on the GC$_{ox}$ electrode, and they were inversely related to the amount of electroactive species present in the PBs solution, which happens as more molecules arrive at the electrode-solution interface. These findings showed that the peak currents increased as FLU levels rose. Figure 13 depicts the linear calibration curves for FLU that were produced in PBs (pH 7.0) over a broad concentration range. Two regions are obtained, i.e., the linear ranges from 0.05 to 0.3 mM and from 0.3 to 0.6 mM with a good correlation coefficient ($R^2 \approx 0.995$) were obtained for the FLU determination. As mentioned on the elucidation of the mechanism of the electrochemical process, the electrochemical response of FLU is adsorption-controlled process.

Figure 12. Effect of concentration of CV for FLU on GC$_{ox}$ after (ten oxidation cycles) using PBs of pH 7.0
Table 1. Electroanalysis variables for voltammetrically determining FLU using GC\textsubscript{ox}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The media used</td>
<td>Phosphate buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The used electrode</td>
<td>Oxidized glassy carbon (GC\textsubscript{ox})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of modification</td>
<td>Electrochemically oxidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan rate, mV/sec</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear range, mM</td>
<td>0.05-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) slopes</td>
<td>289.7, 103.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) intercepts</td>
<td>9.7, 62.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) SD, mM</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) RSD, %</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation coefficient ((R^2))</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD of slope</td>
<td>5.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD of intercept</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOD, mM</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOQ, mM</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\): \(I, \mu A = a \text{[FLU, mM]} \pm b\)

\(b\): Number of replicates \((n = 6)\)

Figure 13. Calibration curve for FLU determination using GC\textsubscript{ox} after (ten oxidation cycles) using PBs of pH 7.0

The adsorption of FLU on the electrode surface block some part of the electrode and thus the electrochemical active surface area decreases and consequently the current response at large FLU concentration decreases and this is reflected on a lower sensitivity "small slope at large FLU concentrations". The standard deviation (SD) for the determination of FLU, after six replicates \((n = 6)\), was found to be 0.021 mM and the relative standard deviation (RSD), was equalled 4.2% using 0.5 mM FLU concentration. In addition, the limits of detection (LOD) and quantification (LOQ) were calculated and found to be 0.016 and 0.048 mM, respectively. Using activated glassy carbon (GC\textsubscript{ox}), all of the analytical parameters for voltammetrically determining FLU were reported in Table (1). It was clear from the comparison with the previous studies [7-11], see Table 2, reported on other modified electrodes and techniques that the LOD for estimating FLU using the developed method is acceptable.
Table 2. Comparison between the developed method and some previously published works for determination of FLU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The used technique</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>LOD</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DPV</td>
<td>Modified pencil graphite electrode with SDS</td>
<td>0.034 mM</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWV</td>
<td>Chitosan/gold collapse gel (GS-Au CG)</td>
<td>0.0048 MM</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWV</td>
<td>Modified hollow fiber pencil graphite electrode</td>
<td>0.029 mM</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrophotometry</td>
<td>First flow-injection (FI)</td>
<td>0.47 µM</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV</td>
<td>Nano-structure GFL-Ho³⁺/NiO NSs</td>
<td>0.057 mM</td>
<td>[11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Oxidized glassy carbon electrode</td>
<td>0.016 mM</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DPV: differential pulse voltammetry, SWV: square wave voltammetry, CV: cyclic voltammetry, PM: present method

4. CONCLUSIONS

The electrochemical behaviour of FLU at the surface of GCox electrode was studied. The dependence of the electrochemical behaviour on pH, concentration and scan rate were investigated by cyclic voltammetry technique. In comparison to the bare GC electrode, the modified electrode exhibits outstanding electrocatalytic activity and significantly increases the peak current. The GCox electrode offers good operational characteristics including simplicity, cost-effectiveness, sensitivity, reproducibility and fast response. According to the findings, the GCox electrode is an appropriate sensor for identifying FLU with a good acceptable limit of detection compared with the previously published procedures.
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